Abstract: For the discrete manufacturing enterprises, the job shop scheduling problem is an important class of actual combinatorial optimization problem with resources and sequence constraints. According to the needs of the job shop scheduling problem, a sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem was designed in this paper. In order to make all jobs being finished as soon as possible, the goal of the sequence list algorithm is minimizing the maximal the finish time of all operations. In the sequence list algorithm, two types of sequence lists were built. They are the job sequence lists and the machine sequence lists. A job sequence list was used to store all operations of a job on the basis of its process constraints. A machine sequence list which is null initially was used to store all operations on a machine in accordance with the actual processing order. The important tasks of the sequence list algorithm are inserting all operations of the job sequence lists into the machine sequence lists and adjusting the processing order of the operations in the machine sequence lists. The sequence list algorithm could always achieve a good job shop schedule which ensures the select performance indicators. The feasibility and efficiency of the algorithm was verified through examples.
INTRODUCTION
In the discrete manufacturing enterprises, because of variety and small batch of the products, the production organization is very complicated, and the production plan and scheduling is especially difficult. The production plan and scheduling often depends on subjective experience. It causes that drawing up the production plan needs long time, and the production plan lacks timeliness and contingency. Thus, the production cycle of the products is long, the machine capacity factor is low, the amount of funds used is large, and the delivery of the products is delayed. The economic benefits and the social benefits of enterprise are severely affected.
During the production plan and scheduling, the job shop scheduling problem has many practical applications. The job shop scheduling problem is an important class of the actual combinatorial optimization problem with resources and sequence constraints.
The job shop scheduling problem should use limited resources to satisfy various process constraints, determine the actual processing sequence and the actual start time of jobs to ensure the select performance indicators [1] [2] [3] . The job shop scheduling problem has been proven to be NP-hard.
Many algorithms have been reported in literature to find solutions for the job shop scheduling problem, such as, tabu search algorithm [4] , simulated annealing algorithm [5] , neural networks [6] , genetic algorithm [7] , ant colony algorithm [8] , pareto algorithm [9] , and RFID technology [10] . But these algorithms can not adapt to the characteristics of the *Address correspondence to this author at the School of Software, Harbin University of Science and Technology, China; Tel: +86-0451-86397006; E-mail: zhangshuli0523@163.com job shop problem, so it is extremely difficult for these job shop scheduling algorithms to generate the good schedules.
According to the unique characteristics of the job shop scheduling problem, a sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem was presented in this paper. In the sequence list algorithm, two classes of sequence lists were built. The job sequence lists were built on the basis of process constraints. For every job, a job sequence list was used to store all operations of the job. The machine sequence lists were built on the basis of processing order. For every machine, a machine sequence list was used to store all operations on the machine. All machine sequence lists are null initially. First, through inserting all operations of the job sequence lists into the machine sequence lists, a job shop schedule can be achieved. Then, through shortening the waiting time of the operations and improving the machine utilization, the job shop schedule can be adjusted. Using the sequence list algorithm to solve the job shop scheduling problems could always achieve the good job shop schedules which could ensure the select performance indicators.
DESCRIPTION OF THE JOB SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM
The job shop scheduling problem is described as:
There are m machines and n jobs. n jobs need to be processed on m machines. These machines are M 1 , M 2 ,……,M m , and for 1 < k < m, each machine M k has its processing ability. These jobs are J 1 , J 2 ,……, J n , and for 1 < i < n, each job J i has its processing requirements and planned finish time.
On the basis of processing requirements, each job must be processed according to the certain procedures. There are not operations which can be processed at the same time or in exchanging order. Thus, if job J i has Q i operations J i1 , J i2 ,….,J iQi , there is a linear order among these operations, recorded as
, then calling that J ij is the previous operation of J i,j+1 , and J i,j+1 is the successive operation of J ij . Then, in the job shop scheduling problem, the number of previous operations of any operation is at most 1, and the number of successive operations of any operation is at most 1 too.
Supposed that the planned finish time of job J i is t i ; for operation J ij , the processing time is T ij , the processing machine is P ij , the actual start time is S ij , and the actual finish time is F ij , then the constraints of the job shop scheduling problem are:
(1) The number of the machines, the number of the jobs, the processing time and the processing machine of each operation are all known.
(2) A job moves sequentially during processing: (3) At the same time, a job is only processed on a machine:
For operation J ij and operation J il of job
(4) At the same time, a machine is only used for processing a job:
(5) An operation is only processed on one machine of many machines:
(6) A machine only processes one operation of a job:
(7) Not allowed to interrupt during an operation is being processed:
(8) The operations can be permitted to wait for being processed, the machines can be permitted to wait for a job:
(9) The actual start time of the first operation of any job is bigger than 0 or equal to 0:
(10) Any operation can only start to be processed after its previous operation has been processed:
(11) On the same machine, another operation can start to be processed after an operation has been processed:
The question is determining the actual start time, the actual finish time, and the processing order of all operations on all machines under the processing requirements and the planned finish time of all jobs, in order to optimize the select processing performance indicators. Job shop scheduling problem should use limited resources to meet various constraints of the job, determine the processing sequence and the actual start time of all operations on corresponding machines to ensure the selected performance indicators.
THE SEQUENCE LIST ALGORITHM FOR THE JOB SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM

Cost Function
Considering various performance requirements of the job shop scheduling problem, the sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem requires all jobs could be finished as soon as possible.
Thus, the goal of the sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem is minimizing the maximal finish time of all operations. The cost function could be defined as:
Thinking in the Sequence List Algorithm
From the description of the job shop scheduling problem, there are two classes of queues. First, according to the certain procedures of a job, the operations of each job can make up a queue. In this queue, the actual start time of any operation is not smaller than the actual finish time of its previous operation. Secondly, according to the actual processing sequence, the jobs on each machine can make up a queue. In this queue, the actual processing time of any operation is not overlapping each other. These queues can be implemented by using the sequence lists.
First, the job sequence lists are built on the basis of process constraints. For every job, according to the linear order among the operations, a job sequence list is built to store all operations of the job. Each node of the job sequence list should contain the given information of the corresponding operation, such as the processing time, the processing machine, the pointer to the successive operation. Because the procedures of all jobs are known, all job sequence lists could be built immediately, and they should not be changed forever.
Secondly, the machine sequence lists are built on the basis of the processing order. For every machine, according to the actual processing sequence, a machine sequence list is built to store all operations on the machine. Each node of a machine sequence list should contain the determined information of the corresponding operation, such as the actual start time, the actual finish time, the pointer to the next operation. Because the actual processing sequence on any machine is not determined, all machine sequence lists are null initially.
Then the job shop scheduling problem is changed to how to insert all operations of n job sequence lists into m machine sequence lists.
In the sequence list algorithm, the earliest start time of operation J ij is E ij , the latest start time of operation J ij is L ij :
Thus:
In order to achieve the good job shop schedules which could ensure the cost function, the job shop schedule needs to be adjusted through shortening the waiting time of the operations. The adjustment method is as follows:
Set a pointer p points to the machine sequence list of M k (k = 1,2,….,m) in proper order.
For pointer p:
First, set a pointer p ' points to the first operation J ij in p.
Secondly, determine whether operation J ij can be early processed? If operation J ij can be early processed, modify the earliest start time, the actual start time, the actual finish time of operation J ij and its successive operations of job J i . If operation J ij can not be early processed, determine whether operation J pq which is after operation J ij in p can be early processed? p' points to the next operation J pq in P in proper order and repeat above processes.
Finally, if '
p is null, it indicates that all operations in p have finished adjustment.
Description of the Sequence List Algorithm
The program of the sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem is:
Step1. 
END
Step 2. Sort all job sequence lists by ascending t i to get SJL i .
Step 3. FOR k = 1 TO m DO For machine k, build a machine sequence list ML k which is null.
Step4. FOR i = 1 TO n DO BEGIN (1) Set a pointer p1 which points to the first operation J ij in SJL i ; (2) If p1 is null, it indicates all operations of job J i have been inserted into machine sequence lists; else:
If p1 points to an operation J ij which needs to be processed on machine P ij = M k , search the first operation J g1h1 which satisfies L g1h1 > L ij . There are two cases:
If there is not any operation J g1h1 , insert operation J ij into the end of ML k , compute the actual start time S ij and the actual finish time F ij of operation J ij :
Supposed that operation J g2h2 is before operation J ij on machine P ij , then:
If L ij < S ij , modify the latest start time of operation J ij and its successive operations of job J i :
If there is operation J g1h1 , insert operation J ij into the position in front of J g1h1 in ML k , compute the actual start time S ij and the actual finish time F ij of operation J ij , compute the actual start time and the actual finish time of operation J g1h1 and its successive operations in ML k , modify the latest start time of operation J ij and its successive operations in ML k . (1) Set a pointer p3 which points to the first operation J ij in p2.
(3) If p3 is null, it indicates that p3 points to the end of p2 , all operations in p2 have finished adjustment; else: ① If operation J ij can be early processed, S ij = max{E ij ,f}, modify the earliest start time and the actual start time of operation J ij and its successive operations of job J i , p3 points to the next operation in p2, go to (3).
② If operation J ij can not be early processed, determine whether operations after operation J ij can be early processed?
If there is not an operation, f = F ij , p3 points to the next operation in p2, go to (3);
If there is an operation J gh , set a pointer p4 which points to J gh , move p4 before p3, modify S ij of operation J ij , modify the earliest start time and the actual start time of its successive operations of job J i , modify the earliest start time and the actual start time of successive operations of J gh of job J g , p3 = p4, go to (3).
END.
Analysis of Time Complexity
From the constraints of the job shop scheduling problem, max
In the sequence lists algorithm for the job shop schedul-
So the sequence lists algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem total takes O(n x m), the time complexity of the sequence lists algorithm is O(n x m).
EXAMPLES
The feasibility and efficiency of the algorithm is verified through two examples as follow: Exp.1: There are 4 jobs and 3 machines in this job shop problem. The job set is J = {J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J 4 }, and the machine set is M = {M 1 , M 2 , M 3 }.
The procedures of each job are given in Table 1 .
The processing time of each operation and the planed finish time of each job are given in Table 2 .
According to the sequence lists algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem, first, gets the earliest start time of the operations; the result is shown in Table 3 .
Secondly, gets the planned latest start time of the operations; the result is shown in Table 4 .
Finally, implement scheduling, the scheduling Gantt result is shown in Fig. (1) .
From Fig. (1) , a good schedule was generated by the sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem. The schedule ensures that each job can be finished before its planned finish time.
In this schedule, the machine capacity factor is more than 80%. Fig. (1) . The scheduling Gantt of Exp.1. Exp.2: There are 8 jobs and 4 machines in this job shop problem. The job set is J = {J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J 4 , , J 5 , , J 6 , , J 7 , , J 8 }, and the machine set is
The procedures of each job in this example are given in Table 5 .
The processing time of each operation and the planed finish time of each job in this example are given in Table 6 .
According to the sequence lists algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem, first, gets the earliest start time of the operations; the result is shown in Table 7 .
Secondly, gets the planned latest start time of the operations; the result is shown in Table 8 .
Finally, implement scheduling, the scheduling Gantt result is shown in Fig. (2) .
From this Gantt, The best schedule was generated by the sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem. In this schedule, the processing cycle is the shortest, and the machine capacity factor is more than 95%. Actually, using the sequence list algorithm to solve large-scale the job shop scheduling problem can achieve more excellent result.
CONCLUSIONS
The sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem algorithms could be able to adapt to the characteristics of the job shop problem, so it can generate the good schedules always.
The sequence list algorithm for the job shop scheduling problem has the characteristics as follows:
(1) Ensure the linear order of every job: Because of S ij = max{E ij , F i,j-1 ,F gh }, S ij > F i,j-1 , so operation J ij is processed after operation J ij-1 , it ensures the linear order among operations of every job.
(2) Ensure the processing cycle shortest or shorter:
Because that the goal of the sequence list algorithm is min max 1!i!n 1! j!Q i {F ij } , it ensures all jobs can be processing finished as soon as possible, so the processing cycle is shortest or shorter.
(3) Ensure the machine capacity factor highest or higher.
Because that the processing task is certain and the processing cycle is shortest or shorter, it ensures the machine capacity factor highest or higher.
Generally, the sequence list algorithm is more suitable for solving large-scale the job shop scheduling problem.
The ability of the algorithm is verified through two examples; it is quite feasible and effective.
